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We aim to develop our own niche by leveraging
our strengths
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Medium-Term Strategies

Core
Strategies

Grow through
Value Co-Creation

Business
Strategy

Business
Strategies
＆
Focus
Areas

Individual Business

Small-Scale Finance
Focus Area
Enhance service offerings through
building / participating in ecosystems,
using digital technology and data analysis

Enhance / Leverage our
Capabilities

Business
Strategy

Institutional Business

Institutional Investors
Focus Area
Provide one-stop services for alternative
investments

Organization Infrastructure
Group Organization
Focus Area
Integrate business functions across the
Group

Focus Area
Productivity Reforms
Cost structure reform including usage of
digital technology and channel optimization
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We aim to embody our materiality to increase
corporate value and social value
Support these
SDGs:

Address social
and
environmental
issues
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Support these
SDGs:

Access to finance
• Provide services for customer
needs which are not satisfied by
traditional financial services
• Provide payment methods with
emerging technology

Fulfill our
social
responsibilities

Fund flows that fit society’s needs

Social infrastructure services
• Firmly provide fundamental financial
functions (deposit, loan, payment
etc.) as social infrastructure
• Maintain cyber security
• Prevent money laundering

Customer-oriented services

• Provide solutions for supporting
sustainable social capital

• Place customer benefit first
• Give information that is accurate
and easy to digest

Solutions through integration with
external services
• Build / participate in ecosystems,
use digital technology

Foundation for
meeting our goals /
responsibilities

Expertise, execution

Support these
SDGs:

Governance

People

Organization

Operations

Capital
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Disclaimer
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• The preceding description of Shinsei Bank Group’s Medium-Term Strategies contains forward-looking

statements regarding the intent, belief and current expectations of our management with respect to our
financial condition and future results of operations. These statements reflect our current views with respect
to future events that are subject to risks, uncertainties and assumptions. Should one or more of these risks
or uncertainties materialize, or should underlying assumptions prove incorrect, our actual results may vary
materially from those we currently anticipate. Potential risks include those described in our annual
securities report filed with the Kanto Local Finance Bureau, and you are cautioned not to place undue
reliance on forward-looking statements.
• Unless otherwise noted, the financial data contained in these materials are presented under Japanese

GAAP. Shinsei Bank Group disclaims any obligation to update or to announce any revision to forwardlooking statements to reflect future events or developments. Unless otherwise specified, all the financials
are shown on a consolidated basis.
• Information concerning financial institutions and their subsidiaries other than Shinsei Bank Group are

based on publicly available information.
• These materials do not constitute an invitation or solicitation of an offer to subscribe for or purchase any

securities and neither this document nor anything contained herein shall form the basis for any contract or
commitment whatsoever.
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